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We study the propagation of an electromagneticsEMd wave in piezoelectric–piezomagnetic
multilayers, in which the incident EM wave excites high frequency acoustic waves and couples
strongly with them through piezoelectric and piezomagnetic effects, creating dielectric polariton and
magnetic polariton simultaneously. The dispersion abnormality appears at some frequency ranges
where simultaneous negative permittivity and permeability can be achieved. Theoretical analysis
and numerical simulation proved that this structure forms a kind of “left-handed” material. ©2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1868073g

A medium having both« and m negativescalled left-
handed materiald has dramatically different propagation char-
acteristics stemming from the sign change of the group ve-
locity, including reversal of both the Doppler shift and
Cherenkov radiation, anomalous refraction, and even rever-
sal of radiation pressure to radiation tension.1 In recent work,
a new kind of materialscalled metamateriald, combining a
lattice of metallic wires2 with a lattice of split ring
resonators,3 exhibits a frequency region in the microwave
region with simultaneously negative values of effective per-
meability meffsvd and permittivity«effsvd, which can consti-
tute left-handed materialsLHM d.4 At present, the reality of
left-handed materialsLHM d has been verified by some
experiments5,6 and numerical simulation.7 LHM is attracting
growing interest in both theoretical and experimental re-
search. Various interesting physical properties of LHM struc-
tures were discussed, such as negative refraction,8 imaging
of superlens,9 enhancement of evanescent wave,10 and so on.
Furthermore, some nano-scale metamaterial has been suc-
cessfully fabricated which can realize plasmonic resonance11

and magnetic resonance12 in terahertz frequency range.
Recently, a coupling between the superlattice vibrations

and the electromagneticsEMd wave was established in piezo-
electric superlattice,13–15 in which piezoelectric coefficient is
modulated. This coupling produced a new type of polariton,
in which negative effective permittivity«effsvd can be ob-
tained near the high frequency side of the resonance. On the
other hand, considerable research has been directed toward
the development of piezoelectric–piezomagnetic composite
materials that are defined as the combination of distinct
phases of piezoelectric and piezomagnetic materials.16–18 In
piezoelectric–piezomagnetic multilayer compositesPPCd, pi-
ezoelectric coefficient and piezomagnetic coefficient are
modulated simultaneously. The lattice vibration will couple
with the EM wave through piezoelectric effect and piezo-
magnetic effect, and dielectric polariton and magnetic polar-
iton can be induced in PPC medium at the same time. Then
can simultaneously negative«effsvd andmeffsvd be produced

in this PPC medium? The problem is treated theoretically in
this letter and a LHM medium can be constructed in such
structure, as demonstrated in the following.

In order to elucidate the above-mentioned idea, let us
consider an one-dimensional periodic structure composed of
alternating layers of LiNbO3spiezoelectricd and CoFe2O4
spiezomagneticd arranged along thex axis. The thicknesses
of the piezoelectric and piezomagnetic layers are the same
sdd. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the case. Here only
three periods of the PPC have been shown. Also we assume
that the transverse dimensions are very large compared with
an acoustic wavelength so that a one-dimensional model is
applicable. When EM wave is radiated into this PPC multi-
player along thex axis, with electric field iny direction and
magnetic field inz direction, a longitudinal acoustic wave
sLAW d propagating along thex axis will be excited through
piezoelectric effect and piezomagnetic effect at the same
time. The coupled interaction between the EM wave and
acoustic wave can be described by constitutive equations:

T1 = C11
E S1 + e22sxdE2 − q31sxdH3,

P2 = «0s«11
s − 1dE2 − e22sxdS1, s1d

M3 = m0sm33
s − 1dH3 + q31sxdS1,

whereT1, S1, C11
E , E2, P2, H3, andM3 are the stress, strain,

elastic coefficient, electric field, polarization, magnetic field,
and magnetization, respectively.«11

s and m33
s are static per-

mittivity and static permeability of multilayers which can be
derived by applying the averaged field method.19,20 e22sxd
and q31sxd are piezoelectric coefficient and piezomagnetic
coefficient. In piezoelectric layers LiNbO3s0øx,dd,
e22sxd=e22=1.7 C/m2 andq31sxd=0, while in piezomagnetic
layers CoFe2O4sdøx,L=2dd, e22sxd=0 and q31sxd=q31

=850 N/A m. By using the Fourier transformation,e22sxd
andq31sxd can be expended asadElectronic mail: zhusn@nju.edu.cn
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e22sxd = o
mÞ0

is1 − cosmpde22

2mp
e−iGmx,

s2d

q31sxd = o
mÞ0

is1 − cosmpdq31

2mp
e−iGmx

sGm = mp/d,m= 1,3,5,…d.

With the use of Newton’s law, the equation of motion for a
vibrating medium can be obtained

r
]2S1

]t2
− C11

E ]2S1

]x2 =
]2

]x2s− e22sxdE2 + q31sxdH3d, s3d

wherer is the mass density. Equations3d indicates that the
PPC is a forced oscillator. That is, a LAW propagating along
the x axis will be excited by a transverse EM wave. The
frequency of the acoustical wave will be that of the EM
wave.

Here, we deal with the piezoelectric–piezomagnetic
multilayer model with the same mathematical method used
in Refs. 14 and 15. The long wavelength approximationsthe
wavelength of photon is much larger than the period of

multilayerd is still applicable in this model. The dispersion of
effective permittivity and effective permeability can be at-
tained as

«svd«11
s + o

m

e22
2 /sd2r«0d
vm

2 − v2 ,

s4d

msvd = m33
s + o

m

q31
2 /sd2rm0d
vm

2 − v2 ,

where vm=Gmvasm=1,3,5,…d, the resonance frequency
due to the coupling between the EM wave and LAW;va

=ÎC11
S /r represents the velocity of the acoustic wave. From

Eq. s4d, we can see that«svd andmsvd have the same reso-
nance frequencies. Each resonance frequencyvm is related to
one reciprocal vectorGm. If the frequency of the incident
EM wave is near the frequencyv1 that is related to the
first-order reciprocal vectorG1=p /d, the contribution of
other high-order reciprocal vectors on the dispersion function
can be ignored, then

«svd = «11
S +

e22
2 /sd2r«0d
v1

2 − v2 , msvd = m33
S +

q31
2 /sd2rm0d
v1

2 − v2 .

s5d

The dispersion of wave vector due to the coupling between
EM wave and LAW can be deduced from Eq.s5d and Max-
well’s equations,

c2k2

v2 = S«11
s +

e22
2 /sd2r«0d
v1

2 − v2 DSm33
S +

q31
2 /sd2rm0d
v1

2 − v2 D , s6d

wherec is the EM wave velocity in vaccum.
In the piezoelectric–piezomagnetic multilayer, the elastic

coefficient C11
E =250 GPa, static permittivity«11

S /«0=25,
static permeability m33

S /m0=53, mass density r=5.0
3103 kg/m3. The thickness of each layer isd=50 nm and
the first-order reciprocal vector of this periodic structure can
be attained asG=p /d=6.2833107 m−1, and the first reso-
nance frequencyv1=4.4431011 Hz. The wavelength of EM
wave at v1 is 670mm@d, then the long wavelength ap-

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the piezoelectric–piezomagnetic
multilayers.

FIG. 2. The abnormal dispersion rela-
tionship of permittivity, permeability,
and wave vector near resonance
frequency.
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proximation used in this model is valid. Figures 2sad and 2sbd
show the coupled modes of photons and lattice vibration in
the PPC multilayers described by Eqs.s5d and s6d. At the
resonance frequency the photon–phonon coupling entirely
changes the character of the propagation of EM wave. In the
resonance region the propagation is neither a pure photon
mode nor a pure longitudinal phonon mode. The quantum of
the coupled photon–phonon wave field is called a polariton.
For PPC multiplayer, dielectric polariton and magnetic po-
lariton are formed simultaneously near frequencyv1. One
effect of the coupling is to create a frequency gap above the
frequencyv1. By setting«svd=0 andmsvd=0 in Eq.s5d, the
upper cutoff frequency of dielectric polariton and magnetic
polariton can be calculated asv1,E=4.5031011 Hz and
v1,M =4.4831011 Hz. As shown in Fig. 2sbd, for the fre-
quencesv1,M ,v,v1,E, «svd has negative value while
msvd has positive value, the wave vectork is pure imaginary
and the incident radiation with these frequencies will be re-
flected. For the overlapping regionv1,v,v1,M, both
«11svd andm33svd have negative values and the wave vector
is also negativek,0. As the group velocity is defined as the
slope ratio of the dispersion curvedv /dk and the phase ve-
locity is defined as the direct ratiov /k, it can be found that
group velocity is maintained positive while the phase veloc-
ity changes to negative inv1,v,v1,M, which can be seen
obviously in Fig. 2sbd. The effect of phase and group veloc-
ity propagating in opposite direction illustrates that PPC
multiplayer produces a resultant left-handed material.

Numerical simulations were carried out to calculate the
transmittance of multiplayer structure, in which 200-period
PPC sample is taken as an example. Transfer matrix method
is applied and the results of this simulation are shown in Fig.
3. Material loss is taken into consideration and viscoelastic
damping magnitude ish=74.4310−5 Nm/s2, which is ne-
glected by both Eqs.s5d and s6d. In Fig. 3, with frequency
approximatingv1, the coupling between the EM wave and
acoustic wave will become stronger and the loss of transmis-
sion caused by damping will become greater. For the fre-
quency v1,v,vD=4.44631011 Hz, the damping is so
great that the EM wave is completely absorbed. In the band

gapv1,M ,v,v1,E, permittivity is negative and permeabil-
ity is positive. The wave vector becomes imaginary and the
incident radiation with these frequencies are reflected. There-
fore, in the resonance region, only frequencies invD,v
,v1,M can pass through the sample overcoming absorption
and reflection which is shown as the shadow region in Fig. 3.
This passband indicates that the negative permittivity and
permeability have combined to allow propagation.

In this letter, we only consider the normal incidence case
of the EM wave in the PPC multilayer. If EM wave is radi-
ated into the PPC mulilayer with an oblique angle, EM wave
will not only couple with the longitudinal acoustic wave
along thex axis but also couple with the transverse acoustic
wave in they–z plane. In following letters, we will extend
the above-mentioned model to prove that simultaneous nega-
tive permittivity and permeability can also be obtained in the
oblique incidence case. Some properties of the PPC struc-
ture, such as negative refraction, imaging of superlens, en-
hancement of evanescent wave, will also be studied.
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FIG. 3. Numerical calculated transmission curve of 200-period LiNbO3/
CoFe2O4 PPC multilayers.
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